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Prison not
to effect
CWU says
Dr. Garrity

Two debateabortion at
curbstone
By CHARLES LWANGA

By MELISSA YOUNG

Of the Campus Cri.er

Of the Campus Crier

The SUB had one of the most attentive sessions in Central's recent
public-address history when two
speakers debated the issue of abortion.
None of the approximately 100
students attending the debate
Tuesday noon appeared to yield to
any diStraction. Not even a cough
seemed to escape from any
member of the audience at the ASC
Curbstone during the one-and-halfhour debate.
Dejah Sherman-Peterson, - .lobbyist for the National Abortion
Rights League, urged for twenty
minutes for the right to abort, saying her organization believes,
"Every woman has the right to
choose for herself what she'll do
with the problem of pregnancy whether that be adoption, abortion,
single parenthood or shotgun marriage."
_
Mary Jo Kahla, vice president of
Washington Human Life organization, directed her portion of the
debate toward~ anti-abortion,
declaring she had come s.olely "To
give some of the factual basis that
has led my organization to the conclusion that protection of the right
to life for every individual within
society, regardless of age, ...or
dependence ..is not only best for
each of us but is best for our society as a whoie."
Both, using historical and
statistical data, laid down their
views squarely.
' 'Historically, abortion was legal
in the United States," debated
Sherman-Peterson, "until an 1821
Connecticut law banned it, but that
law was against discrimination of
women in general because some
women were getting abortions
while the dark-colored and the nonProtes tants were denied the
right."
Sherm~n-Peterson was proud
that Washington state "is one of
the few states that passed a
referendum to legalize abortion."
She applauded the 1973 Supreme
Court's ·decision, noting this is a
nationwide choice giving the abortion decision, within the first three
m onths of pregnancy, to the
woma n and her doctor. Implying
that childhood in pregna ncy forms
within six months, ShermanPeterson upheld that "in the first
three months abortion is 10 times
safer than pregnancy to
childhood."
Calling the anti-abortion view
"anti-choice," the pro-abortionist
agreed, however, that abortions
performed after the third month of
pregnancy are "very traumatic. "
"But to avoid this problem,"
Sherman-Peterson said, "we
should make first trimester abortions more accessible, and make
contraception certainly safer, and
more effective."

See ABORTION, Page 3

CHARLES LWANGA...
!'It

is ci very bad situation, ev~ though I laugh about it."

Waiting for an·answer
The slender Ugandan's plans for near-instant
financial success are gilded with the knowledge that
Of the Campus Crier
in a land of 14 million people divided into 40 proMuch has been said about the value of a college vinces, there is but one radio or television station.
Having already won two writing awards - one
education. Perhaps too much. Again and again we
from
the Society of Professional Journalists and the
see and hear the same rationalization for staying in
other
from the Washington Press Association - as
school. To get a good job; get a good education.
But not even the most gung-ho advocate for get- well as having completed over 300 pages of a book
ting a college education could hope for a testimony about Uganda after the departure of ldi Amin, since
first enrolling at Central in January of 1980, Lwanga
like the one Charles Kakeeto-Lwanga offers.
"After I graduate and return to my country," said seemed well on his way to achiveing his goal.
All of which would make his two degrees worth
the softspoken 24-year old junior from Uganda,
their
weight - and his (120 lbs.) - in gold.
Africa, "I will be a millionaire in one year."
If lie can finish his education, that is.
Because of the economic situation in his country,
Because of the political situation in Uganda,
Lwanga, who is working on a double major of
Lwanga
has not received any money from his Uganbusinesss education and journalism, wants to start
a newspaper or a magazine there with the expertise dan sponsors, Nkumba College of Commerce at
Entebbe, since last spring quarter.
he will have soon acquired from . those two
See LWANGA, Page 12
disciplines.
By MATT McGlllEN

The typical prison scene of
clanging doors and convicted
felons working at hard labor apparently will never be a part of the
'Central scene.'
Even if the state prison proposed
by Ellensburg city councihnan
Larry Sharpe is approved and
built, it probably will be on the far
end of town (south of Interstate
90), well away from any goings-on
at the university.
Although the final decision will
be made by the state, Sharpe
favors a maximum security facility for the area. But, "I'm still open
on just abo.ut every option," he
said.
Centra'l President Donald Garrity said-he believes the institution
would have little or no effect on the
university if it is constructed ~n the
proposed site.
The effect of a prison in any area
is mainly psychological, _Garrity
said, and the farthet llway it ·i s; the
less impact it bears on the
residents.
"I don't think we (the university) ar' a major consideration in
this. '' Garrity said.
w) 1tman College is located in
WQ'Aa Walla, which is also the site
of the Walla Walla State Penitentiary, a maximum security prison.
' Although he doesn't see the
prison as a major threat to the college, Whitman President Robert
Skotheim said, "Our public relations effort is offs.e t by it being
here."
Skotheim could see the differences in the two situations. "It's
simply a part of the landscape (in
Walla Walla). It's different .if you
contemplate adding one (a
penitentiary) to the community."
"If you ask someone what he
knows about Attica, New York, all
he'll know is, there's a prison
there," Skotheim concluded. "I'm
afraid it's getting to be like that
with Walla Walla as well."

Nicholson named to national board

j
1·

Centra~ Washington University
baske_tba1i coach Dean Nicholson
has been named to the regional advisory board that will help select
the United States basketball team
for the World University Games.
The Games are scheduled for
Budapest, Romania in late July.
TbC' ::-ornmittPP will _,, 1.,,., prmrirlP iriput into the selection of the players
for tl1e Naltulia1 .:'.'>pons 1' esuva1
slated for Syracuse, N. Y., :ilso in .
July.
The advisory board will include
one coach from each Division 1

conference in the region, a Division 2 coach and a junior college
coach. Nicholson will represent the
Division 2 schools.
Similar advisory boards will be
formed in the Midwest, South and
East regions. Brigham Young
Univesity's Frank Arnold is chairman for the West region.
Nicholson recently completed
his 17th season as head basketball
coach at CWU. He has. won 15
Nl.IA District 1 titles and has an
overall record at CWU of 387-127.
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College credjt for
living together
,

. '
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Tuition protest spread$
.across cou~try's ~am puses
_;;/

By Notio~ol On-Campus Report

'\

system. !
The protest was led by the Stu.COLLEGE PARK, Md. (OH) -The
With a flair for the dramatic, the dent Association of State Univercynics would say young people tocomical and the ridiculous, sities (SASU), which chose Califorday' don't need to be taught how to
students across the country are nia as a new home because the
live together.
registering their opposition to state "has a .real commitment to
almost universal tuition hikes.
• higher education,'' says . SASU
In fact, one such cynic said exAbout 35 Cornell University President Jim Stern. One of · the
actly that when he learned the
students tried to voice their seceding
schools, SUNYUniversity of Maryland was offerdismay over a tuition hike by turn- Binghamton, announced the
ing a six-credit course in sharing a
ing in checks printed on T-shirts to University of Wisconsin as its
residence. National radio comthe school bursar's office. The • preferred foster parent.
en ta tor Mort Crim, who
students, including two women More traditional protest marches
substitutes for Paul I_larvey, touchwearing only brassieres under took place on many -Campuses, ined off a torrent of complaints when
their protest shirts, marched into eluding North Texas State Univerhe implied that Maryland students
the office and symbolically strip- sity, where 200 students marched
were earning college credit for
sex. "When I was in !'.'nllege, you : ped the specially printed shirts off to chants of "No more!" and "Impeach (University President)
dldn ·t get credit for living together ! their backs.
Alexander"
as part of Students
Cornell
officials
gave
each
stuyou got suspended.'' said Crim.
dent a receipt acknowledging the Against Tuition Tax Day.
Almost immediately the calls protest, but said students would · At the University of Pennpoured into the Maryland swit- have to turn in regular checks to sylvania, however, students·
chboard from state legislators,
avoid paying the extra $15 needed bypassed noisy protests for a more
irate . citizens and curious to process each T-shirt at a bank. reasoned approach. The student
reporters. The answers they got
Protest leaders say their goals, government there launched two
calmed the first two groups, but
which included media attention, seperate efforts to identify areas
probably disappointed some of the
were accomplished even if the where tuition money is being misslatter.
T-shirts weren't accepted.
pent, in hopes of keeping down
Media attention was also the future costs, says Lee Brown, a
The course Crim mentioned does
goal of student at nine campuses member of the University Council
in fact involve living together for
within the State University of New Steering Committee.
credit, says Eleanor D. Macklin, a
One such effort, Operation
York system as they protested inmarriage and family therapist and
one of the course instructors. It state tuition rates of $1,050 by sym- Golden Fleece, is modeled after
bolically seceding from SUNY and Wisconsin Sen. William Proxdoesn't involve sex, however. Curjoining~ the California university mires' national efforts to eliminate
Feittly -enrolled are eight female
students who share four
university-owned apartments
which also serve as the course lab.
In addition to just living togeth er
the students face more t\ aditwnal
challenges: several textbooks, a
student took the fulJ 10 years to
weekly paper, a daily diary and ac- (CH) - Early repayment of
Guaranteed Student Loans could repay, the ultimate cost would be
tual classes.
save both students and the govern- $5,573. But under the proposed
The point of the class is to teach ment hundreds of dollars, under a
plan, if a student repayed it within
interpersonal skills, says Macklin. plan suggested by the Penn- 30 days after graduation,the agenNow that our species is no longer sylvania Higher Education
cy could discount the loan to $3,200
occupied entirely with bare-boned Assistance Agency.
- actually less that the principal.
survival, we have come to expect
"The le::: ti.~1e a student/bor- Similarly, at the end of one year
more out of our relationships, yet rower takes to repay the loan, the repayment would be just $3, 713.
we have not prepared ourselves to less it costs the government for
The federal government would
give more, she explains. Her special allowances and interest make up the difference to lenders,
course allows students to put into benefits and the less it costs and would still save money in the
practie at home the theories they students for interest repayments,'' long run. And the plan would not
have learned in class, Macklin said the PHEAA study.
affect access to new loans, as
would changes in GSL policy proadds. As they go on to become
As an example, the agency excounselors, they can share the plained the savings on a $4,000 GSL posed by the Reagan administraskills they've learned.
borrowed at 7 percent interest. If a tion.

tn

waste. The other examines how ·
university money is spent, or misspent, says Brown. For example,
student discovered that faulty
suinp pumps are causing extremely dangerous conditions in the
basement of a dormitory.
"Our investigation points to a
general problem-that the university makes an investment in equipment, but too often buys cheaper
materials and doesn't follow
through on maintenance,'' says
Brown. In the long run, that ends
up costing a lot more money." A
report on the dorm conditions has
been filed with the administration,
which has not yet responded,
Brown says.
Not all anti-tuition hike efforts
pit students against administrators, though. At Western
Kentucky University, more than
200 students braved 11-degree
temperatures to attend a "Back
Zack" rally expressing support for
University President Donald
Zacharias' efforts to get more
money for higher education from
state government. The rambunctious crowd marched to the administration building, looking to
some like a lynch mob, but broke
into cheers when Zacharias stepped out of the building.

Pay back early and save $ $ $

Government delays Pell Grants
proves the revised regulations. However, educators
are concerned that the administration's postponeThe awarding ofJ•ell Grants for students may be ment of application processing will result in critical
delayed because of a-ifispute between the Depart.. delays in sending award notices to nearly five
ment of Education and a Congressional committee. million needy. Needy students may be unable to
The Education department has already postponed determine whether they can attend college until late
processing applications for next fall's grants until summer or fall.
The Congressi.Onal Budget Office has estimated
Congress approves changes int"' formula for makthat the revisions would make 154,000 fewer
ing the awards.
Education leaders mu t. Cldministration have students elibible for Pell grants next fall. However
agreed to the goal of cutt11 i& .j)G36 million from Pell the administration . estimates that only 100,000
Grants this year. However, they disagree about students will be affected.
An alternative plan which would achieve close to
where the cuts should be made.
The disagreement revolves around the ad- the $636 ·million saving is supported by college lobministration's plan to cut spending for Pell Grants byists and members of the House subcomittee. The
by revisin~ thP formula used ·~ ,....1cu!ate ~tudents' alternative plan involves achieving the sa ~·ings of
cutting the size of student loans without cutting
eligibility for the grants in 198.i :"'
The re'ry""~ rP£<11lations W"' .. .:ltmmate :. c·o~t I •f- anyone out of the programs.
Grants would be cut according to a formula in the
~living increase which is buili into the eli g!ility formula that tH:!t~rnune.s whot 1• ,, " _:. ~;:·_· ,_..l:.:1.: •.i 1 1011 Education Amendments of 1980. The amendments
allow for the .redudion of grants if Congress does
costs a i-•<.i..i.til:Uldr family can a1tora to pay .
The Departrnent of Education has held up the pro- not appropriate enough money to orovide students
cessing of the grant applications Until Congress ap- i the full amount they're eligible for.
Campus Digest News Service

But the best news yet is that
students seem to find the plan
feasible. A preliminary PHEAA
survey of Pennsylvania borrowers
showed that more than half the
students would be likely to opt for
early repayment.

"Sorry I didn't
write sooner"

Well-off .
a goal
of.63.3°/o
By Campus Digest News Service

Being "well-off financially" is an
important goal of 63.3 percent of
this year's college freshmen, according to a survey by the
American Council on Education
and the University of Southern
California at Los Angeles:
This year's freshmen class is
also the most heavily borrowed
class ever, with over 20 percent of
the students having federally
guaranteed student loans. In 1978
the percentage was only 10.4.
The ratio of students describing
themselves as "liberals" is also
declining. Sixty percent call
themselves ''middle-of-the-road''
in their political philosophy,
another record high. Liberals
amount for only 21.7 percent, down
from the previous year's 24.5 percent. Conservative students are up
from 17 .5 to 18.3 percent in the
same period.
Other opinion findings are:
*The government isn't protecting
consumers, 75.2 percent.
*The government is not controlling
pollution, 79.8 percent.
*Ctiminals have too many rights,
65.9 percent.
*The student surveyed would not
obey laws that were against their
own views, 32.3 percent.
*The death penalty should be
abolished, 32.3 percent.
*The U.S. needs a national health
care program, 58.1 percent.
*The energy shortage is caused by
economic depression, 87 .3 percent.
*Abortion should be legalized, 53.6
percent.
*High school grading is too easy,
59. 7 percent.
*Living together before marriage
is acceptable, 43.4 percent.
*Raising a family is important to
the student surveyed, 63.1 percent.
*Large families should be
discouraged, 44.8 percent.
. *The rich are not paying enough
taxes~ 70.3 percent.
*Women should be treated equally
in jobs, 93.3 percent.
*Homosexual relations should be
prohibited, 48.9 percent.
•students should have a role in
evaluating faculty, 71.1 percent.
*Student publications should be ·
regulated, 41.2 percent.
•colleges should have the right to
ban speakers, 26.1 percent.

RICHMOND, Va. (CH) - "Sorry
I didn't write sooner, but I've been
much too busy these last 120
years." So might have gone the
opening to a letter that would surely take top honors in the Book of
Lists "Longest Delay in Answering
a Letter" category.
If you think you have troubles
getting friends to write back, consider the problems of the
Washington Literary Society and
Debating Union at the University
of Virginia. On May 10, 1861, the
society donated $200 to the Commonwealth of Virginia, for the
governor ''to employ .. .in such a
manner as in your judgment shall
Only 40 percent of the students
most advance the interest of our
thought
it was important t,o keep
common cause - the defense of
up
with
poliical
affairs, while 33.1
the South.''
The gift was not acknowledged percent listed promoting racial
until this year, when a society understanding as a priority.
member wrote to ask if the $200
Traditionally male-dominated
fields such as business, engineer- ,
was a gift or a loan. The letter arrived in December and Charles
ing, law and medicine are also beWalker, secretary of administraing sought after by women more
tion and finance, finally responded
than ever. Over 25 percent of those
in March, saying it had been a gift.
females surveyed were planning
"Since it was a matter already
on going into one of those areas,
which is a 400 percent increase
somewhat aged," he said, "I did
not place it in the urgent category.'_'_. over 1966.

Campus Crier

AbortiOn-Fromp-ageone_ __
"The anti-choice people in the
Congress are renewing their effort
against family planning," said
Sherman-Peterson, ''President
Reagan wants to cut funds on abortion for rape or incest and the Civil
Right$ Commission can no longer
research on abortion. I think family planning is the most effective
way to cut down on aportions. Certainly to make it illegal is not going
to eliminate it."
Citing more dangers of passing a
law against abortion, ShermanPeterson declared, "All we'll see is
delayed abortion. People who're
determined to get an abortion no
matter what, will take the time to
get together the money for doing it
illegally." She asserted there will
be more single-parent families and
increased human suffering.
In Sherman-Peterson's view, the
anti-abortion stand is going too far.
"First of all we're not going to
the battle days, not to the days
when abortion was a crime of abortion. We are going to where abortion is a crime of homicide." She
noted that the Human Life Amendment "specifically says" abortion
is premeditated murder and in her
view it could consequently lead to
prosecution.
Appearing
unmoved
by
Sherman-Peterson's urgements,
and the occasional cheers given to
her (Sherman-Peterson's) views,
anti-abortionist Kahla began her
debate by disputing the stand that
abortion, at any point of pregnacy,
could be safer than child birth
pregnancy. "This is a great distortion of the facts as documented in
unbiased sources available with

me here," she stated, attributing
her urgement to genetic experts.
Kahla noted that life is the traditional cornerstone of human rights
in this nation and that the respectfor-life concept began with the
words of the Declaration of Independence. "The position of the
Human Life organization is that
abortion is not one of sexual rights
but of human civil rights," she
said.

Reminding the audience that in
the 13th Amendulent the Supreme
Court declared the unborn child a
human pers()n protected by law,
Kahla noted, "Since 1973 we have
denied this right to the unborn."
She then raised her voice and
<leclared, ''When we ask for
legalization of abortion, we really
are asking for the right to choose to
kill one group of human beings by
another stronger, more powerful
group."
"The Human Life Amendment
would restore the right of personhood in the society, "Kahla
said, "not just the unborn child,
but it would mean no-longer can we
define personhood to exclude cer.tain groups which provide µtdividual and social problems like
the unborn, the handicapped, the
terminally-ill or the aged."
"The pro-life movement does not
object to abortion when the
physical health of the m.o ther is
threatened by the continution of
the pregnancy," Kahla said, "but
even this decision should be in con-
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·Shocked River of Life

sultation with the mother's family
and a physician."
Kahla acknowledged there are
. ,,
.
lon~ llsts. . of anti and pr~
abortion religious groups, but said
·
t
1
t baslS. for
this IS
no a re evan. .
students to make a dec1Sion.
"

Instead, she urged students to
look at the issue themselves and
decide what is involved. "In our
democratic system, the issue of
life will be decided by the majority," she stated, "but law in all its
aspects has moralirty as its base.''

C~llege rodeo

comes to
Ellensburg

.group meets Satan
TUSCON, Ariz. (CH} - Religion I scene, the River of Life speakers
speaks the language of love, but · were arguing with a man who
that message got lost in a shouting · variously identified himself as
. a surpnse
. ap- Satan, an anom
· ted Christian", and
: match - featunng
i
.
b Satan t the Bruce. "The students by then were
pe~ran~e Y .
a
.
. ,,
; Uruversity of Arizona recently.
. yelling at both parties, Ybarra
·
·
said. "It started getting worse, and
. Four members of the River of I called for backup!'
Life, a camp~ Christian group, Unable to persuade the prowere attempting to preach the selytizers to leave the police refusgospel on campus in late March, eel to force them 'to do so. "They
but their audience ·proved more have a constitutional right to be
than reluctant. Some 2,000 angry there," said officer Michael Troy.
bystanders shouted insults and "It' called the right to free speech.
i threw garbage and soda bottles at The disturbance ended some 30
the speakers.
.minutes after backup officers ar1
When university police officer 1 rived. As for Satan, he remains at
Larry Ybarra happened upon the . large.
'

~~xx:acac~~~gx:s:zB2CS:S:Bz=B:z::stl
Year after year, semester after semester, the

.CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been
thel most accepted, most popular plan on cam-

By PAT WHITLEY
Of the Campus Crier

Cowboys and cowgirls from
throughout the Pacific Northwest
will be representing colleges at
this weekend's CWU Inter- ·
collegiate College Rodeo at the
ElleJ'\sburg fairgrounds.
The rodeo starts at 7 p.m. Friday
and Saturday and 1 p.m Sunday.
Admission prices are $3 for adults, \
$2 for students and $1 for children. '
CWU Rodeo Club member Shannon Beard said 200 competitors
from Washington, Oregon and
Idaho are expected for the threeday event, 10 of who are Central
·
students.
The rodeo is sponsored by the
CWU Rodeo Club.

~oetf[g There~

Central Washington University

puses all over America.
·-·~
1
\
Find out why.
/ -~Y,
., Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster Fi9elit' ,
·
Field Associate in your area:
I. Urnontife
925-4175.

John Ahrnsbrak
'925-4175
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\962-9292 ,
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Keeping
up with
the Jones'
By CINDY PHIPPS
Of the Campus Crier

Keeping up with the Jones' has always been the driving force that has
made America the biggest spenders of all time.
The same was true back in my old neighborhood. We always did what
the Jones' did and sometimes it almost killed us.
I can especially recall the time little Julie Jones threw her big sister in
the pool. I threw my sister in the pool too, and then remembered she
couldn't swim. Dad wasn't real happy about diving to the bottom in his
U:,,,IWl,.....---~•~--~---
three piece suit to recover my sister.
'llf"' l>.-0
Anyway, back then that's what America was all about. Until those nasty little men from the local gas station started putting three digits on the
price per gallon of gasoline.
During this time, the Jones' were informed that their brand new Lincoln Continental was no longer a status symbol.
The person that informed them was Brigham Johnson, better known as
"the Brain." Brigham knew more about traffic jams and fossil fuel than
Alexander Haig knows about the order of succession to the presidency.
What's more important is that "the Brain" drives a 1978 Toyota getting
eight days of driving to the gallon!
I must say Johnson got downright nasty with the Jones'. He ran up to
their house screaming, "You're history Jones, you're history. No one is
going to keep up with you anymore."
A crowd began to form ~round Jones' house. As I watched this from my
window, I saw an older lady telling Johnson to hold it down because he
was ruining the neighborhood.
"The Brain" immediately responded, "Jones is ruining the
.
neighborhood with that fuel eating monster. If you want to keep up with ' To the editor:
the Jones', go ahead. But don't come crying to me when you'r~ getting
The American Middle Economic
your four gas stations to the mile."
Class
is being wiped out by our ar"For years I've suffered for not keeping up with the Jones'," JQhnson
ranged
inflation. We are in the
said. ''All of you called me a freak because I drove a Toyota. I remember
going to work and hearing you say to your kids, "If you don't stay in midst of the grossest swindle in
history, as Middle-East Oil Agents
school, you'll end up like Johnson, getting 25 miles to the gallon."
100 Billion U.S. dollars in
acquired
At PTA meetings dad used to tell us how Jones would tell "the Brain" to
sit down and be quiet. After all, what could a man who doesn't even have 1980 from prices we paid for fuel,
and used it to buy-up assets and
power steering know about education?
real
estate in the United States.
Everyone in the neighborhood began rallying around "the Brain."
Mom began to make posters with such slogans as - Kill the Continentals, The Facts are:
l)There is no shortage of fossil
let's try it in a Toyota. She ran outside to rally around our new leader
fuel
now nor in the distant future.
Brigham Johnson.
2)0ur U.S. Energy Department
I even got caught up in the hysterics. "The Brain" started blasting his
has determined the pricing of evey
horn and the rest of us started throwing rocks at the Jones' house.
drop of oil used in the U.S. since
The Jones' never did come out of their mansion, but it didn't really mat- 1973.
ter. When I go back home to visit these days everyone in the neighborhood
3)?ur infl~tion ori~inates from a
is now keeping up with the Johnsons.
foreign policy which has U.S.
We should have been doing this all along.
citizens paying exhorbitant prices
for oil that comes from MiddleEast Areas only. Cheap sources for
oil outside the Middle-East are
capped or refused entry.
4)The 1981 decontrol of prices
American oil producers could
SUB 218-Central Washington University-:--Ellensburg, WA
charge does not introduce competition
of a free market but just
JAN RICHARDS
allows them to charge the prices
E~itor
Middle-East Oil has been brought
MATT McGILLEN
in at since 1973.
ALAN ANDERSON
Sports Editor
5)Anti-nuclear groups, funded by
News Editor
the petroleum money of the
GEORGE MAY
Rockefeller Foundation, put
WALTER CORNELISON
Photo Editor
another 100 million dollars in the
Business Manager
pockets of oil stock holders, for
JOHN P. FOSTER
each year they delay each nuclear
PEGGY BINGHAM
Faculty Adviser
power plant.
Advertising Manager
6 )The attempts to offset inflation
by individual technologies (solar
devices, alcohol, wind, etc.) are
STAFF - Dione Coburn, Denise Ehlis, Jeanne Erickson, Cynthia Foster, Scott Fuller, Koria
feeble in comparison to the
Glanzman, Bill High, Grant Johnson, Laurie Kay, Marci Kersting, Leanne LaBissoniere,
political bureacrats ability to inCharles Lwanga, Kevin Marketon, Mike McMullin, Kari Montgomery, Stan Peery, Cindi ,
crease the costs of the technology
Phipps, Rebecca Prieur, Patricia Reed, Todd Ringwood, Richard Schuller, Gretchen Stohr,
by decreeing oil price increases for
Mike Thomas, Peter Vernie, Tommy Wentz, Pat Whitley, Robert Woody, Melissa Young.
middle-east oil.
7)0il is an obsolete fuel. Using
The Campus crier is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the mass media deportFrance as a model of what might
ment. The Crier is published on Thursdays weekly during the academic year and bihave been for the United States, oil
weekly during summer quarter.
will have few buyers by 1990 and

Americans
victimized by
oil swindle
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nearly none by 2001. Because, have attended CWU, I have perFrance will be converted to the sonally become aware of at least
nuclear breeding of its own fuel for four instances of harassment, and
powering industries, cars and _have heard stories of more. It is
homes.
then logical to ask why, if it ha~
Our contemporary legacy to our pens, is it not reported. Aside from
children is something different. the obvious fear factor involved, a
Poverty based on using inefficient primary reason is lack of informacoals and oil devices. And War tion to the students about what conover the Middle-East, now that the stitutes an act of sexual harassoil beneath those sand dunes is ment. No information is readily
priced at $45 per barrel instead of available to the student for
the $1 per barrel of 1973.
guidance in the identification of the
act, and what to do if an incidence
·FOR Initiative: 397, occurs.
Robert Materson
Some people might assert that it
is just ,common sense; however,
the federal government has seen
fit to publish explicit and detailed
regulations about harassment and .
The Campus Crier welcomes your letPresident Garrity has just recently
ters to the editor.
informed the faculty. Why keep the
Please keep them less than 150
students in the dark? Tell us what
words, and type them double spaced.
the regulations are and what the
Phrase them as though they're written ·
faculty has been told. Give us at
to the editor, rather than the reader.
least a knowledgeable awareness
All letters must be signed and include
of what it is and what to do about it.
your address and phone number. Phone
Equally, the student body should
numbers will not be published. They are
not be duped into believing there is
necessary for verification purposes on· a "low-key type" of harassment, to
ly. The Crier will not print letters it con
use the phrase of Ms. Lecompte,
not verify.
which does not warrant the attenLetters become property of the Camtion of her office.
pus Crier and we reserve the right to
Harassment is harassment,
shorten and edit them for clarity.
regardless of how "tame" it might
be. Even "low-key" incidents are
capable of having profound
psychological and tangible effects
such as grades on a victim and
should be treated as such.
This article is nothing more than
administrative propaganda, in an
attempt to assure the students that
To the editor:
CWU is different; that we are safe
from these types of injustice.
My initial reaction to the front
Arm us' with the facts of what
page article entitled "CWU free of constitutes sexual harassment and
sexual harrassment" was the "formalization" process may
disbelief; the sel'Ond was anger. begin. But to deny that it exists on
That assertion is not only a lie, but this Campus is nothing less than a
the logic applied to reach it is lie and an outrage.
nothing more than a fallacy.
I request that the author, Matt
Simply because no formal com- McGillen, publish the research
plaints have ever been lodged with data used in coming to his concluthe affirmative action office in no sions, if in fact there is any.
way means that sexual harassSusan Hannibal
ment does not exist at CWU. It does
700 E. 5th
exist, and in the seven me ilths I
Ellensburg .

Letter policy

CWU not
free of
harassment
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Senate bill
chops education
To the Editor:

to people of all walks of life.
Many deserving students who
are not a part of our affluent society may be denied an education.
Does not the future of our country
lay in the hands of the educated
person?

Rob Knudsen
Today I sat in on the state Senate
962-9022
and watched the axe of Republican
philosophy chop the freedom of
vertical mobility down to a thin
toothpick. The Senate passed a bill
which boosts the tuition of a college
student up 63 percent from what he ·
now pays.
What the Senate has just passed
is totally against the thoughts of
our state's forefathers. To know To the editor:
this, all one would have to do is
stand in front of the statue of John
I found your article very timely,
Rogers, twice elected governor of very interesting, and according to
the state of ·washington, my study ... very wrong.
(1897-1901); who was author of the
Barefoot School Boy Law - which
gives to every poor son of the common wealth a fair education.
Governor Rogers favorite motto
'It
is: "I would make it impossible for
the covetous and avaricious to utterly impoverish the poor. The rich
can take care of themselves."
Let's ask this question of
ZOZ
ourselves, Mr. Scott and others
who supported the bill - If this is to
96Z·Z375
help make the economic picture
look better, than realistically how
is it to do so? Is economics the
main issue in our lives, or is it just
a reflection of what goes on in our
society. The action that has been
taken may close the doors of having educational opportunity open

Editorial timely
but' very wrong'

~~0()/(5

Your editorial, Easter; an invention of man, stated that Easter was
a god of fertility and was shaped in
the form of a giant rabbit. Nice try ,
on playing down Easter. But it
didn't work. It is true that Easter
was not "invented" as a Christian
holiday, it is true also that Easter
was not, and is not a fertile rabbit.
Easter, very basically was a
Pagan holiday.
The word pagan means "peasant" or "country folk." These
people were almost entirely
farmers and relied heavily on
seasonal changes. The Easter holiday was in honor of the goddess of ·
spring. Now spring coincides with
planting, which coincides with the
vernal equinox, which coincides
with the passover, which coincides
with the death and resurrection of
Christ. Get the picture? The

Central Washington University

possibility of Christs resurrection
occuring. on the pagans' holiday of
Easter is very feasable.
Why did the resurrection take on
the pagan holiday title of Easter?
During his time on earth Jesus
ministered to the pagans. It is '
because of this ministry they knew
of the prophesied death and resurrection of the Christ. After the
resurrection the pagans realized
and believed that Jesus really was
who he said he was; and that was
really something to celebrate ... and
still is.
To close I would like to say thank
you for the challenge you proposed

Thursday, April 23, 1981 - 5

to find Easter in the Bible. But
again I find your research very
short of factual. In the book of
Acts, chapter 12 verse 4, your main
point is clearly: proved false. It
states (Peter is the arrested man),
"And when he had apprehended
him, he put him in prison, and
delivered him to four quaternions
of soldiers to keep him; intending
after Easter to bring him forth to
the people." Acts 12:4.

Jim Bain
1445 Cascade Way
Ellensburg, Wa.

(962-6498)
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We're having a real
sale on a real treat.
Three thick layers of
real hot fudge and
crisp, crunchy peanuts.
With cool and creamy
DAIRY QUEEN· soft serve
in between . The Peanut
Buster Parfait.

: IT'SA IEAL 1WEAT!'
Now or:tlY 99c ·at the EHe·n sburg Dairy Queen
10th Br Alder
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Arts fest dedicated
to John Lennon
From aii arts and crafts fair to
futuristic photography exhibitions,
from science fiction to drama to
jazz dance, choirs and bands, the
fifth annual Festival of the Arts at
Gentral is a collection of the finest
in student creativity.
'
Events are planned for every
day of the three-week festival,
from April 24 to May 16.
Sponsored by the Associated Stduents of Central, the spring
festival brings all campus artistic
endeavors together, to be enjoyed
by students and the community as
well, according to John
D~water. ASC executive direc-

tor.
Dedicated this year to the
memory of songwriter and entertainer John Lennon, the festival includes a variety of free events on
campus, as well as some requiring
admission charges.
Members of the fine arts planning committee for the 1981 ASC
festival include Drinkwater; Jazz
Professor John Moawad;; Dance
Professor Lana Jo Sharpe; Drama
Professor Katherine Hartzell;
Poetry Professor Mark Halperin;
Rick Shields, graduate student in
art; and Beth Schermer, ASC arts
and lectures coordinator.

Fl·a utist headlines concert
Paul Douglas, flautist from the
University of British Columbia,
and Tim Strong, pianist on the Central music faculty, will headline
the Central Symphony spring concert April 29.
The · program
includes
Beethoven's "Overture to
Coriolin," Bach's "Second Orchestral Suite" for strings and
flute and Brahms' "First Piano
Concerto."
Each of the three works on the
concert program represents the
best of the great com~sers'
creative output, according to symphony conductor Eric Roth.
Douglas, featured soloist at a
Central Series concert April 28,
teaches at UBC's music conservatory, and is internationally
known, with many concert solo
performances to his credit
in
Canada, the U.S. and Eurooe.
Strong, who joined the CWU
faculty in 1978, performed in the
1966 Van Cliburn International
Piano Competition, and was
runner-up the same year in the

Brewster-Allison National Piano
Competition.
He has performed as a solo
recitalist in five states, and as a
pianist in ensembles for educational television and NBC productions.
The Wednesday evening concert
is being produced by the CWU
Foundation for the benefit of the
Central Symphony.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. Wednesday
performance in Hertz Hall are
$3.50 adults and $1 students_.
The proceeds from the concert
will be used exclusively for orchestra scholarships, greatly needed for the future success of the
Central Symphony, Roth said.
The scholarships are designed to
be used in areas where no other
funds are available, Roth said.
"Providing incentive for fine student musicians who are not music
majors, attracting additional string students and players of rare instruments, like . the double-reed
oboe or bassoon," are current
plans for the scholarship funds, he
said.

April 24 - New Photographies, April 27 - New Photographies,
Randall Hall, all day.
Randall Hall, all day.
Papa John's, SUB Pit 8-10
Seascape_- Threepenny
p.m.
Theater, 8 p.m.
Recital performance, guest
on flute,
Art Lecture, Ron Glowen, artist Paul Douglas
critic for "Art
Week", Ran- Hertz Hall, 8 p.m.
dall Hall, 2 P-m.
Poetry presentation,
April 25 - Seascape, Threepen- Language and Literature
ny Theatre, 8 p.m.
Lounge, 8 p.m.

Seascape set
new theatre

in classics

April ad - New Photographies,
Randall Hall, all day.
ASC Film/Bogart Double
Feature, SUB Theater, 3,
7,
9:30 p.m.
Seascape, Threepenny
'Theater, 8 p.m.

1

Speth speaks qn feminine imagery

feminist viewpoint.
Speth said a large portion of art
composed by women contains a
Art Professor Constance Speth is biographical theme but these
not the Gloria Steinhem type, but works are not necessarily feminine
pop~larity
she does consider herself a in appearance. An art piece containing flowers, butterflies or
feminist.
Speth, who also serves on the ad- bright colors may not necessarily
The saxophone found its first niche as a part of the deep and gutsy
sound of New Orleans jazz, but now a new area for the brassy woodwind is visory council of the Central be the work of a woman, while at
·
gaining popularity . . . :. the classics.
Center for Women's Studies, par- the saine time a bronze sculpture
"Classical saxophone is something really new on the world music ticipated in an April 2 symposium of a shovel and pick is not necssariscene," says Professor Steve Allen.
sponsored by the Eastern ly the work of a man_
Allen, who directs CWU's_Concert Band and Symphonic Wind Ensem- Washington Art Gallery. The
Speth said "while one can't tell
ble, will present a free classical saxophone recital at 8 p.m. May 1 in presentation "Washington Women men's works from women's works,
Hertz Auditorium. He will be accompanied on the piano by music Pro- Artists Across the State: Different many women have chosen
fessor Timothy Strong.
Points of View" dealt with several . feminine objects to work with in
Allen says the classical trend for saxophone, originally an outdoor in- topics including politics in art and their projects."
strument played in brass bands, has developed within the last 40 years. the parallels between art of men
Speth said that certain objects
are generally thought of as manly.
He will perform Wolfgang Jacobi's "Sonata for E-Flat Alto Saxophone and women_
Speth, who shared the podium While these social ideas are changand Piano," and Lazru's "Adagio for Unaccompanied Alto Saxophone,"
Paul Creston's "Concerto for Alto Saxophone Op 26," and Leroy Ostran- with Jo Hockenthull, associate ing, some taboos still exist in many
sky's "Suite for Alto Saxophone."
Professor of Art at Washington areas including art. Along with
Allen will be recording this same material for Crystal Records in New State University, gave a com- speakiP,.g at the event, Speth took
York, one of the biggest recording companies in the world for individual plimentary presentation on some of her own works with her.
feminine imagery versus a Using an embroidery hoop, Speth
soloists.
contructed an item containing both
paints and embroidery thread.
Although this would normally be
The Drama Department will present Edward Albee's "Seascape" iri
considered
feminine, and even
~
the new arena theatre on April 30, May 1, 2 and 3 at 8 p.m. The theatre enthough a female did create the ob10r trance and Box Office are locat~d in the North Tower of the McConnell
ject entitled "Women's Work", it
complex. Admission is $4 general, and $3 students.
was
not a woman's idea.
"Seascape features two humans and two sea creatures, played by
Speth was told by the father of
Sarah Thompson and Alan Gerth. Thompson and Gerth have done
this brainchild that he couldn't do
research on reptiles and reptilian behavior and have discussed their
.
it
but she could. According to Speth
roles with Dr. Philip Dumas, a Central herpetologist. Costumes for the
· this type of project is represensea creatures are being "built" by Rebecca Thompson.
tative of the stereotype items con-

Sax gains

April 29 - New Photographies,
Randall Hall, all day.
Central Symphony Concert,
Hertz Hall, 8 p.m.

By TAMMY WENTZ
Of the Campus Crier

sidered feminine, and an example
of images many men would not
touch with a 10 foot pole.
Speth said that although women
have constructed works of art dealing with "manly" objects and
themes such as war, and men have
complete projects dealing with so
called feminine ideas, there is no
definite way for people to determine which gender is the creator.
Speth said she has seen a definite
change ~ our social thinking patterns relative to the feminine
issue, both in art and everyday living. She said she can remember
when women weren't ac~epted i~to ,' , .
graduate schools, but m today'S ·
society this is no longer such a
strong practice. She said although
things have changed, th~ problem
of equality still exists.
"When women are paid 59 cents
for every one dollar a man earns, it
is obvious a problem 'exists" she
said.
·At Central, Speth said she
believes women in the art department are treated "pretty good".
The women's art exhibit which
was on display from April ' 2
through April 8 gave the group at
the Eastern Art Gallery an opportunity to do something new, while
allowing them a chance to present
the issue of feminine imagery in
art.
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Book review

'Daisy' good reading
By LEANNE LABISSONIERE

•

•

•

Of the Campus Crier

Judith Krantz'a new novel "Princess Daisy" has been called an adult
Cinderella story. Krantz's previous book, "Scruples", was widely read, ·
but over rated. "Princess Daisy" is a more solidly written book which is ;
manicured with all the touches of a true piece of popular American fie- ·
tiori.
Daisy, according to the book's afterword, com~s from Krantz's conception of an American princess. She is beautiful, but common, sensuous, but
chaste. Daisy is the blond-haired American hero. Even Krantz admits
that she is a much more "well-rounded" character than the protagonist in
"Scruples."
Daisy isn't the only aspect of the book which is well-rounded. The story
reverses the "from rags to riches" cliche. Daisy is born a princess, the
daughter of a well-bred actress and a Russian prince.
She begins her life with the luxuries of a -real princess and the prized
Valensky name. But because of the long-held family secret of a retarded .
twin sister, Daisy goes out on her own to become a hard-working commercial production assistant. Her co-workers wonder why Princess
Daisy Valensky works for a living. They are unaware that she is barely .
supporting herself to maintain her life-held secret.
Krantz's description is vivid. Readers know Daisy because the author
gives them no choice. Kiki, Daisy's best friend is not just eccentric, she is !
believable and nearJy admirable. Ram, Daisy's half brother, is ihe ·
perfect allegory of his name and one can't help from hating him. The only
character in the book who is vague, or not fully developed, is Pat Shannon, whom Daisy falls in love with. His entrance comes so late in the
book, one wonders why he is even introduced.
The book has only one other fault. The story gets off to a slow start. But,
by the end of the book the reader is swept into the story's virtues and
forgets this minor fault.
"Princess Daisy" is good reading. It is a page turner, but more importantly the book has that undefinable quality that the avid reader savors.
Judith Krantz, take a bow. Your writing is full, precise and refined.

Planting nature's artwork
Donated by the City of Ellensburg, trees were planted in front of Randall Hall by Art Professor
John Agars' students in commeration of Arbor Day.
·

Art critic to lecture here ,
Art critic Ron Glowen will present a lecture on campus, April 24 at 2
p.m. in Randall Hall 116. Northwest contributing editor to "Artweek"
magazine, Glowen will talk about contemporary art and the critics'
responsibility to art, the artist and the public.
Since earning his B.A. in art from Eastern Washington University in
1973, Glowen has published reviews in "Art in America", "Vanguard,"
"Artweek," Seattle "Times Pictorial" and "Argus."
Writer of a weekly visual arts review column for the Everett Herald the
past two years, Glowen has exhibited his work in Washington, Montana
and California.
Glowen won the Tacoma Art Museum Painting/Sculpture Annual
Award in 1975.
Outdoor exhibitions of site-oriented or environmental artworks are
Glowen's most recent work.
Sponsored by the ASC, the free lecture, part of the University's spring
festival of the arts, is open to the community. For more information, contact the Art Department at 963-2665.
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Records highlight invitationcll meet
A national-qualifying high jump,
a stadium record in the
steeplechase and two school
records highlighted an invitational
co-ed track-and-field meet Saturday at Central Washington University.
The CWU teams return to
Tomlinson Stadium this Saturday
for their final regular-season home
meet of the season. The NAIA
District 1 meet is also slated for the
stadium May 8-9.
Dan Smith (Selan, Jr.) joined
three CWU distance runners as national qualifiers ~th a career best
jump of 6-9 in the high jump. ·
Previously, Phil Phimister
(Camas, Sr.) in the 5,000 and
10,000; John Freeburg (Puyallup,
Sr.) in the 10,000 and Roger Howell
(Naches, So.) in the marathon
qualified.
Ted Mittelstaedt (Rearden, Jr.)
cut nearly 10 seconds off his
season's best in the steeplechase
and set a stadium record with a
9:29.5 clocking.
The school records were both set
by CWU women. Laura Myers
(Edmonds, Jr.), who was qualified
for regionals in four events (800,
1500, 3000 and 5000), established a
new standard in the 1500. She ran a

J

4:44.8.

Photo by George Moy

Over the rainbow

CWU's Tom Morse goes way up high in search of a land he heard of once in a lullaby.

Baseball takes four of five
1

Behind the offensive firepower of
Mike McGuire and Billy Carlow
and the ace relief pitching of Mark
Remington, the CWU Wildcats
took four out of five games last
week including their last three in a
row.

Running thier overall record to
9-11 and their NAIA slate to 7-5 the
'Cats took two of three from
Eastern Oregon over the weekend,
winning by scores of 9-8 and lo-6.
The lone loss in the s'eries was by
an identical 10-6 count.

Ugly Bear Tavern
Bring your hunger and th'irst on down
for Daily Specials "

Sunday: free

~'~

pool 4.·tobles

Se~

--fJJlfJf!Jllf> -,,

Monday/And
Tuesday: free popcorn with purchase
Wednesday:free pool, 4 -tables
Friday/ And Schooners 3 for $1.00
Saturday: or pitcher 1.75 until 7 p.m.
Variety of Deep-Fried Food
and Fresh Sand~iches

Central swept a doubleheader
from Seattle University Tuesday
at Tomlison l"eild, 7-4 and 7-2.
' In Tuedsday's opener the
Wildcats used McGuire's grandslam home run to overcome a 2-1
Seattle le~d in the sixth. Remington, in his eight straight appearance without giving up mi
earned run, picked up the save.
The sophomore from Arlington
lowered his team-leading ERA to a
miniscule 1.93.

I

BASEBALL, Page 9

Kegs to go

and

$21 pony
kegs

Punchboard's, Pull Tabs, Foos ball
Card Room

111 West 3r'd

925-4602

$28

BUCKBOARDTAVERN

Pinball, Pool, Electronic Games

KEGS, PONY KEGS TO GO

Lorna Beaver, CWU's only national qualifier for the AIAW meet,
set a new mark in the javelin. The
South Bend sophomore tossed the
spear 145-8112, besting her previous
PR by 12 feet.
Despite . their national calibre
marks, Beaver and Smith finished
second in their events Saturday.
Five Central athletes posted wins.
Winners for CWU include Carol
Christensen (Langley, Fr.) in the
3000 meters (10:37.2), Myers in the
1500 and Sheri McCormick (Seattle, Jr.) in the 200 (26.2).
Christensen and Myers gained national berths.
Winners for CWU's men were
Dennis Edwards (Juneau, Ahiska,
Fr.) .in the javelin (168-8) and Mittelstaedt. 'Edwards was competing
in the javelin for the first time.
Jim Holding (Onalaska, So.)
finished second in the high hurdles
(15.4) and- qualified for district.
Phimister qualified for district in
the 1500 with a time of 3:58.9.

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
1302 S. Huhy

925-9921

iSdOQ Photo by George May
Central trackster Todd Ringwood
took third place in last weekend's
CWU invitational meet, despite his
upside-down approach.

Soccer camp
set for Aug.
· Applications are now ~ing accepted for Ellensburg's Northwest
Soccer Camp.
The camp will be held Aug. 16-21
at Central Washington University.
CWU trainer Gary Smith is the
camp's director.
Instructors will include Reg
Evans, Todd Schilperoort and Cliff
McGrath. Evans has directed the
state select teams and coaches Edmonds Community College and
Meadowdale High School.
· Schilperoort is a former Seattle
Pacific University player and was ·
a draft choice of the Seattle
Sounders. McGrath, a veteran of 22
years, is one of the finest teachers
· in the game.
Cost of the camp is $155. A
deposit of $60 is required with all
reservations. The day camp fee is
$70.
For ·a dditional information
write: Northwest Soccer Camp,
c/o Gary Smith, Central
Washington
University,
Ellensburg, W.(\. 98926.
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Basebal 1-F-rom

UC hit by ad dispute

In the second game CWU manged just three hits off Seattle starter
Tony Cox in the first fotir innings.
The Wildcats, however, erupted
for six runs on five hits and three
SU errors to put the game away.
Gary Corra's two-run single was
the big blow for Central.
Freshman Terry Van Slyke gained his first win for CWU. \
In the series with Eastern
Oregon, Carlow had six hits including a three-run homer in Sunday's first game loss. He added
three more RBI on two hits in the
second game. Remington picked

BERKELEY, Calif. (CH)-Controversy is as much a part of People's Park as the trees and flowers
its backers have so lovingly
·planted there.
It has blossomed once again in
·the University of CaliforniaBerkeley landmark,1 site of
administration-student conflicts in
1969-71 and again in 1979. This time
the tension is caused by an ad in
the Daily Californian, the Berkeley
student newspaper, in which UC

p-agee-ight- -

up saves in each of the 'Cats wins
against EOC.
After 21 games Jerry Atamanchuck leads the team with a .373
average. Dan Kain is hitting .347
with a team leading 16 RBI and
Carlow is batting at a .313 clip.
McGuire leads the team in
homreuns (3) and is second in RBI
(14).
Central is at Pacific Lutheran today and hosts Gonzaga Friday for
a single game before taking on
Lewis-Clark State in a three-game
series at Lewiston, Idaho.

Golf travels to Bellingham
CWU's golf team travels to BellJay Lyons (Ellendburg, So.) led
ingham for a 36-hole collegiate golf CWU at Tacoma with a 157. C.D.
tournament April 23-24.
Hoiness (Longview, So.) carded a
The Wildcat golfers posted their 160. Gary Berqsuik (Federal Way,
best score of the season April 14-15 Fr.) shot a 165. other CWU scores
at the University of Puget Sound included Dan MArples 169, Jeff
tournament at Fircrest Country Hubbard (Oak Harbor, Sr.) 173 and
Club in Tacoma.
Gary Vandenbos (Olympia, Fr.)
CWU finished sixth out of 10 with a 180.
teams with an 820 total. In two
After three tournaments, Lyons
previous tournaments, CWU is CWU's stroke leader averaging
recorded scores of 883 and 832.
81.5 for six rounds.
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The facts OMITTED FROM TEXTS
due to pressure group power:
: Is the U.S. about to run out of oil?
Did Alex Haley write "ROOTS"?
0
Is the Federal Reserve Bank a Public Bank?
0
Is Einstein's Theory of Relativity valid?
0
Etc....
600 $10. 50 060
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police warned students to .. stay abondoning the area,'' says Gil
away from the park.
Ferguson, a member of the
Citiilg five violent crimes ,People's Park Council, composed
reported in 1981, the police advised lf students, street people and merstudents to "avaoid walking chants. "If there's no park usage,
through or alongside the park" and they can deem it abandoned and
projected a 200 percent rise in Peo- then fence it."
ple's Par,k crime if it continues to
UC police don't see their action
increase at its current rate.
as a cause for more protests, but as
Most park backers consider the an effort to protect students from
: police ad not a warning but a the many street people and
·threat. "The ad is the university's wanderers drawn to People's
way of scaring the students into Park.
1

BIGON
COMFORT.
LITTLE
ON PRICE.

This year Honda presents a new Civic: the Civic
4-Door Sedan. With 4 doors and a trunk for spacious
convenience.
Our newest car combines luxurious roominess
with plush interior stylinJ· Plus the fuel efficiency,*
design features and engmeering refinements you've .
come to expect from Honda.
•
All at an affordable price.

Box 973
Ellensburg, WA
98926

Cs Sparrow Research Inc., 1981, Delawar

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PART.S

vw
DATSUN
TOYOTA
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

WHITE BOY!!! <\~{)
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We make it simple• .

~ ~lu~
Leasing. ~
-:J.
?07 s 17th ~t

OPEN SUNDAY
11-

.

575-1090

..
*****************************~
. '*
2% 'hGallon 37c ·
Grade A 1h Gallon 33c
,Pasteurized/Homogenized
Whole 1h Ga,llon 37c.:

We accept food coupons .

( ~2>1\:i?§rJ
I~,·~
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••• NEED

YOUR

TESTIMONIALS !
12 NOON, Tu.esday April 28th,
SUB Room 206, 925-4464

LocaW ~ I llock1 West Of Nicholson Pmllon

419

w.

15th - 925-1821

)

Open: lpm-7pm,- Mon-Sat'
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Cenli o• Washington University

CWU CHICANO WEEK ends
Sunday in a co-celebration of the
Catholic Campus Ministry Mass.
Father Dick Scully and Father
Mario Salazar from Sunnyside will
celebrate the Mass, which begins
at 7 p.m. in Grupe Center. This is
the _first bi-lingual mass held on
campus, and everyone is invited to ·
attend.

Thursday, April 23, 1981

BIRTH CONTROL will be the topic
of the upcoming "Issues in
Women's Health" luochtime
meeting, sponsored by the Center
for Women's Studies, April 29. Sally Thelen, director of the Health
Center, will be at Sam's Place, 'in
the SUB, at noon, to discuss contraception and sterilization.

A BLOOD PR~URE SCREENING will be given in the SUB Tuesday, April 28 from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sponsored by the American Heart
Association and Health Education
430; the screening is free to the
public.
SUMMER JOB OPENING APPLICATIONS "for college students
A JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP interested in work in their career
will be presented April 28, 29 & 30 fields, as well as applications for
in Black Hall 109 from 4 to 5 p.m. fall scholarships are now available
for education candidates. Material by sending a self-addressed
presented will include job search envelope to The Scholarship Bank,
methods, communication and in- . · 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite
750, Los Angeles, CA 90067.
terviewing.

PUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL
· CO-OP will be on campus Thursday, April 30 interviewing ('andidates interested in working in the
Olympia area. Sign-up will be
posted at the Career Planning &
Placement Center, Sarge 105 from
April 23-29.

THE HARVEST OF MODE.RN

T£CHNOL001' HAS ~ROU&HT
US THE \'OP _CAN THAT WILL

LAST fORSVER
. I

FALL
1981
S.JUDENT
THESE FIRMS WILL HAVE
REPRESENTATIVES at the TEACHING APPLICAT,ONS are
Car~r Planning and Placement still being accepted. The\ deadline
Center to interview interested can- has passed, but the Offi¢e of Studi~teS:\ April · 28, Jay Jacobs; . dent Teaching is still accepting apApril~ .. 30,\ Seattle First ·National plications. No guarantees will be
made, however, as to assignments
Bank; ~.pril 30, lJ.S. Air Force.
in preferred areas or schools. For
FALL 1981 TEACHING AP- inore information contact the ofPLICATIONS are still being ac- fice of Student Teaching, ·Departcepted. The deadline has passed, ment of Education or call 963-3426.
but the Office of Student Teaching
THE SCHOLASTIC . ALLis still accepting the applications.
AMERICAN
Selection Committee
No guarantees will be made,
however, as to assignments in is now accepting applications for
preferred areas or schools. For the 1981 spring semester. Students
more information contact the Of- who are active in scholastic
fice of Student Teaching, Depart- organizations and who perform
ment of Education, or call 963-3426. well in class are asked to join. Interested students can send a selfSTUDENT TEACHING AND addressed stamped envelope to
OPTION C applications for next Application, Scholastic Allfall, winter and spring quarters Arnerican, Administrative Offices,
will be accepted according to the P.O. Box 237, Clinton, New York,
following schedule: fall, Feb. 13323.
20-March 20; winter, May
THE U.S. AIR FORCE will have
18-August 21 ; spring, Nov. representatiy:es on campus for in20-Dec. 18.
terviews April 23-29. Sign-up in advance at Barge 105.

yi:.s AND A

\O ,ooc1 DOU- AR
WH~ N PRC PE f\Ly'

CAR THAT
C,b..RED FOR W1LL L-ASr 1 o YEf\RS

1982

THE RHC EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY POSITION is open,
and RHC is accepting nominations.
The salary is equal to quarterly
tuition, and elections will be held at
the Moore Hall meeting, April 29.
Interested persons can call
Michelle Prentice at 963-1804 for
additional information.
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT
LOAN RECIPIENTS in. their last
quarter at Central must make an
appointment for an exit interview.
Call 963-3546.
.

Tomorrow is here ... from the world of Ford.

THE FIRST ANNUAL RHC
SPRING CARNIVAL will be held
May 16. Anyone individual or club
interested in helping or sponsoring
a booth can call Michelle Prentice
at 963-1804.

SPRING QUARTER GRADUATION APPLICATIONS will be accepted in the Registrar's office until April 13. If you are planning to .
complete degree requirements
summer quarter but wish to participate in commencement this
spring, apply in the Registrar's office now. Summer grads will be
allowed to participate in commencement on · a space available
ba~is only.
RHC's NEXT GENERAL
MEETING will be held in Moore
Hall, next Wednesday, April 29. It
will begin at 6 p.m.

Classliflied
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-5937.
OVERSEAS JO~ - Summer/year round.
·Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
$500-120() monthly. Sightseeing. Free info .
Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar, CA
'12625.
ELECT.tWLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted hair.
Private and confidential. For more information call Midge Standley, 9254353.

.................

!
i

.FORD EXP •
Ford EXP. Personal. Practical. Technologically
advanced. And built with Ford's commitment to
quality. See it at your Ford Dealer soon.

46~
EPA EST. HWY.

·KELLEHER FORD
6th & Pearl

VAR00ft1, VAllOOM

EPA EST. MPG

Projected Ford estimates for compar:son. Your
' mileage may differ depending on speed, distance ·
and weather. Actual highway mileage lower. See.
your Ford Dealer for actual EPA ratings.
·

D&M
M otors

:

i
•

• Repairs on Foreign•
: . C.Omplete Body. :
• and Mechanical t
: & Domestic Cars :

•: 24 HOUR •t
:• TOWING ·:•
•: 205 N~ . Main •:
:
925~4151
.............
. ;•
~

BANK FAST

~

VAROOM.__VAllOOM
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POLLING PLACES FOR SCHOOL LEVY ELECTION

Central Washington University

Thursday, April 23, 1981

11

~SC movies prove profitable

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 28, 1981

.I

By STAN PEERY

·'
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Of the Campus crier
4TH AVENUE

1-

CI)

All rural precincts and . the city precincts listed below
VOTE ~t. the Washi,ngton School.

...J

.a:
·'4

No. 1, '2, 3, 4, 6; 7, S, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 ;.
22.
.
'

~·

"

If you live East of Pearl Street and South of 4th
A11enue, (city precincts listed below) VOTE at the
Lincol.n School.
1

No. 5, 9, 10.11, 1·2: 13, 23,

2·4.

<.

Ellensburg . scl!oe>~ levy
· scheduled~ for TUesday.

The Ell~nsb~g· S~hooL Dist~ict is
resubmitting its Special Levy <?n
Tuesday ·April 28, for the . ,same
dollar a~ount of $783,519.-0nly -23
. t' s reg1s
· t ered
percent of the dist nc

voters participated in the March 10
levy election and only 26 percent of
those who voted in the November
General Election voted on March

10. While ther~ w~s ~n 88 pe;~ent
yes. v~te, not enoug~ people voted
to validate the election. '· · The · dist~ict:s major conce.rn
was, and. ·still is, lack
. . of voter m11
terest m the spe.cial levy. A_
registered voters .within the
Ellensburg School District · are
eligible to vote on April 28. There
will be two polling places -

Washington and Lincoln Schools. lf
you live· in the general. campus
areq, . you vote at Washington
School. , ·· The SOS "Support Our Schools"
Committee urges all eligible·voters.
to support our community's high
quality, K-12 educational programs by voting on Tuesday, April
28.

L---------------------------------------

Competition· for grants begins soon
The Institute of International
Education recently announced that
the official opening of the i982-83
c om petition for grants for
graduate study or research abroad
in academic fields and · for professonal training in the creative
and performing arts is scheduled
for May 1, 1981. It is expected that
approximately 516 awards to 50
countries will be available for the
1982-83 academic year.
The purpose of these grants is to
increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and other countries through
the exchange of persons,
knowledge and skills. They are

provided under the terms of the the Fulbright Program Adviser,
Mutual Educational and Cultural Dieter Rom boy, Barge Hall 308.
Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright- · The deadline for filing applications
Hays Act) and by foreign govern- on this campus is October 1, 1981.
ments, universities and private
donors.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens
at the time of application, who will
generally hold a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent before the beginning date of the grant, and in most
cases, will be proficient in the
MSKP • NAT'L MED BOS
language of the host country. ExECFMG • FLEX ·VOE
cept for certain specific awards,
NOB· NPB 1 • NLE
candidates may not hold the Ph.D.
~-H
IC'APIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
at the time of application.
Te>t Prepara tion Special15ts
·
Since 1938
Application forms and further mFor information. Please ca11
formation may be obtained from
(206) 523-7617

This year's Associated Students
of Central (ASC) movies have been
for the most part quite profitable,
according to Phil Patterson, concert and fihn coordinator.
: The fall movies .The Jerk, The
Rose, Debby Does Dallas and The
Rocky· Horror PJcture Show drew
the · biggest crowds for that
'quarter. The slowest ones included
The Crazies and The Kids are All
Right.
' .
In wintP~ All That Jazz, The
Shim nr ...id Deep Throat were the
.

~'

\

_ Trujillo - awarde-~
. By GRETCHEN STOHR
Of the Campus Crier

For the first time in the history
of Professional Education Frater~ity, Phi Delta Kapha, their service key was awarded to amember
of the national organization at

cwu.
Greg Trujillo, Association Dean
of students and director of testing
and evaluation, received the
award for - his
service,
research,and leadership qualities.
When asked about it Trujillo said,
"I was mystified and very surpris-

~d

__.____

~

~011a~

re~. j 8.9 8
",,
. ·~~o ,,
~

~~t.o"ir...

...

·key ·

ed when I got the award, yet very
appreciative."
Trujillo, who came to. Central in
1969 from Albanque, Mexico, has
belonged to Phi Delta Kapha for 17
years. He is also involved in the
American Cancer Society, where
he is the chairman of the local
chapter. Trujillo is the chairman of
United Appeal Drive, President of
the Kiwanis Club and President of
Phi Delta Kapha Chapter at CWU.
The service key award is
evidence of continued service to
the cause of education and to the
fraternity.

on over 600 pair of teonis shoes
Save on Nike,
Keds,

1

Kid Power,

·
sizes: childrens 9 to mens 13

now only

j6.19
WITH THIS COUPON. ALL OTHER LP'S :l 0 % off
IIN THE PLAZA

.·

BIG SAVINGS!

r-----------------------~-----------------------1

t~~ci!~"t
~ ~.)r- S

. most successful, while the not-sopopular ones included D~essed to
Kill, Brubaker · and Honeysuckle
Rose
Although the movies have been
fair in terms of profits aJl year, attendance has dropped significantly
since the begiriing of fall quarter'
when the total attendance ·- was
4,6Q( · Only 3,422 ·~eople .attend~d
the winter shows. ~ ·
Asked how he picks the movies,
Patt'erson · said he chooses them
froin · catalogs mailed -to him.
Besides· seeJhng popular fitns· with
reasonable prices, Patterson said,
"I try to keep them current."

GOOD THRU APRIL :30

925- 6887 _J

thru Sat April 25.

1MU1\TDY'S
downtown e Ile nsbu rg

--~-- · -------------------------------------------

FAST DRIVE·UP BANKING.
\\'itl1 irnn J;uws. our Elk·11slltllg IJ1i111d·1dri\t'·llp
f;1Cilit\ is tlw liln;t>st i11 trnrn. 'lhtt lllt'illb , .11t1 ci111 d1,
\ orn I >ilnki11g b.slt'r than l'\'l'r lid< 1rl"
..\11d right !HJ\\'. \\'l.'JJ gi:..·t· ,·rn1 ii dt·lici1 Hh st11111itv.
frn·. ithl ior tni11g it. So ii \'otr·w ii l'<wifitht11k
rnst<lfrn•r. trv;it \·<'iursl'if t<»bst llitllkim~ . ·11w11 \\'l,.ll
•
·
tn·;it ,.< >ll 1
.If ~'Oll ; m•n't ;tln·ad\· ; t n 1st< 111 ll 'L s!l ·p < 111 tilt• g<ts
C111d hccoml' Olll'. Our fl<.'\\'. fctst dri\·t·-up litllt's ill'l'
;111otlivr grrnt tl'i1so11 to IJ;111k ,,·itll fJ;wiiicl Jilnk.

!FREE.SUNDAE]
Just l Jring this coupon when ~·ou do ~mil' banking at
our m·v dri\'t:'. -llP facilit~: Vvt.,.11 exd1a11ge it for c111other
coupo•, good for a free sundae at vitlwr Dai~· Queen

or \lcDrn1akl's.
ReprocJuctio11 or facsimile of this coupon not honoree!.

·

II
I
I

·

I

Offer good no\\' through .~ril 24th. Cash \alue 1/20 of I(: I
Ellensburg Branch Drive-up Lanes, 4th and Pearl I .
Hqurs: 9-5 .\londa~· through Thursda~: 9-6

Frida~·

I

----------------~---------·

Ellensburg Branch Drive-up I.,a~es, th and Pearl
Hours: 9-5 \fondct\. throuPh ThtJrsd<A ~ 6 Frida~·
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Lwanga

Th urs d ay , A pn·1 23, l 9 81

You think
you hate

From page one

"It is a country in dissaray,"
"The musical equipment got lost in
said Deiter Rom boy. director of Amsterdam, on an aircraft. It was
Central's lnternatic.na.l Program . never traced," Lwanga said. "It
about Uganda, w!1id1 has seen was worth 820 bucks. The aitline
thre~ governmental changes in the
gave me $500."
past 17 months. And until the
Lwanga has been eating off that.
government stablizes, sending same $500 since returning. to the
money to students studing in United States in September.
foreign lands is not a top priority.
And although the. 'sum . has·
"The primary concern is to stay shrunk to less thari $40', the small
alive,'' Rom boy said. ''You can go but timely -windfall has made the
to work one day and be killed the diff~rence.
·
next."
"If I had not lost it, I don't know
And while left-wing guerrillas what r should have done~ ,,
were fighting in the streets of
Lwanga's troubles began last
Uganda, Lwanga was fighting to sununer. "I first felt something
stay in school. Last week he nearly was wrong in June of 1980. I went
lost the fight.
home in July hoping that my
Having used up the final exten- physical presence would acsion of credit the college could celerate the matter."
grant him, he recieved an eviction . After filling out the necessary
notice from his university~ forms and getting the proper
operated apartment. Unless he_ documentation from the · Minister
could come up with the money he of. Education to prove his studentowed the college - $2,230 in back ship, he returned to school in the
rent and tuition - he would have fall with the understanding that
had to been out by 5 p.m., last everthing had been cleared up.
Thursday.
That was in September.
"Housing has been as humane as
By November the money had not
they possibly can,"Romboy said. arrived, so Lwanga sent a
"They have bent over backwards. telegram to his sponsors. They
A normal student would have been
replied that the money had been
evicted after he was one month in
arrears. Charles was six. As far as
the university is concerned, there
is not much more they can do legally.''
With no place to go, very little
monney is his pocket and his
closest friends and family more
than 6,000 miles away, it looked
like Lwanga's plans had come.to a
sad ending.
.
But in a sudden, dramatic turn of
events the university granted him
aHBth~r extension - just two hours
before he would have been out in
the street.
Although he is now back in the
fight, Lwanga is still up against the
ropes. The extension is again only
temporary, contingent on the
necessary funds arriving soon.
"It is a very bad situation, even
though I laugh about it," Lwanga
said. "If I get so serious about it,
seriousness will not work things
out."
But as bad a situation as it is, if
not for a rare bit of good fortune,
Lw'anga's difficult circumstances
might have become impossible.
Having ·bought a stereo system
to take back to Uganda. in July of
1980, he arrived home without it.

approved and would be sent in a
week after one final check for
forgery, which because of the
political unrest had become
widespread.
By 'December, still nothing had
come. But a presidential election
~uring that same month might
have effected the transfer of the
money, Lwanga reasoned.
By the time January had came
and went Lwanga knew the situation was more·serious than he imagined. "I said, 'this is going to be
rougher than !thought."'
At the same time Lwanga was
attending classes but had not been
offically enrolled because he
couldn't pay his tuition. Housing
too, began to put the pressure on
him.
"They said I could stay one
month," Lwanga said. "The one
month passed. Another month
passed. Then the third month passed. By.the end of the quarter the
money had still not come."
Romboy took up the matter at
spring break. They called
Lwanga's sponsors and received
assurance the money would be
here in a week. All that was

necessary was the signature of the
director of foreign exchange.
The promised week passed and
still no money. So Lwanga called
again only to . learn querrilla
groups had attacked government
buildings in an attempted overthrow. The people who would have
processed his rjleck had not worked because of the fighting.
That was in mid-February. By
the end of the month Lwanaga was
ready to quit. "I was so
disscouraged, that I said if you
can't send me the money then send
me a ticket so I can go home,''
Lwanga said.
But when he called the his sponsors to arrange for airfare back to
Uganda no one answered the
phone. He called the Bank Of
Uganda where the funds would be
released. No answer. He called the
Ugandan Embassy in· Washington
D.C. No answer.
Finally he wrote a letter to the
Minister of Education, pleading his
case and the cases of the 2,000
other Ugandan students in this
country.
He is still waiting for an answer.

your name
Campus Digest News Service

Have you been carrying a
grudge for all these years against
the crazy name your parents gave
you?
If you think you have it bad, consider how you'd feel if your name
was Buncha Love, Lucious Pea,
Katz Meow or Lettice Goedebed.
Or if you were a doctor whose
_name was Dr. Butcher, Dr. Ovary
(a gynecologist, of course) or Dr.
Carver.
Author John Train has compiled
a book of unusual and often
hysterically funny names. Many of
the names he has come across are
remarkably in tune with the person's profession. For example, an
undertaker named Mr. Bones.
Others are totally opposite the person's profession such as cardinal of
the Catholic Church, Cardinal Sin.
For a man who enjoys whimsical
names as much as John Train, he
is to be coinmended for not falling
victim to the humor of the moment
when naming his own childrenHelen, Nina and Lisa.
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Ellensburg
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Tuesday - Friday
12-6
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Closed
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If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,
you could have an American Express E Card
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every da~·
for the Card you '11 be using 'the rest of your life.
You're about to lea\ e school and enter a whole
new world. You've got great expectations. Su
Joes American Express. For you.
·TI1at's why American Express has created a
special plan that reduces ~usual application
reLiuirements - so yuu can g- : the·Card before
you ti.nish schcd .
.
·
All you need to apply is a 510.000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealth\' and the well,
1

t:

traveled use for business lunch es, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations~ for all sorts of
afteMchool activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
qn campus bulletin boards. Or call toll,free
800,)2 8,8000 and ask for a Special Student Appli,
rntion . And set yourself up for next year before
~\)U finish this one.

The American Express"Card.
Don't leave school without it.

